INTRODUCTIon
The fox squirrel. Sciurus niger ruflventer (Geoffroy), is an important game mammal species in Iowa.
It is found over all of the state and is to be seen at all seasons ot the year. Because of its wide distribution and its year-round activities, it is very vlidely known ..
As a grune species the fox squirrel is very similar to the cottontail, Sylvl1agus floridanua mearnsii (Allen).
Both are present in large numbers, the haunts ,or each are easily accessible and the s?orting eqUipment needed to bag either species is restricted and comparatively simple.
Consequently, the fox squirrel affords a great deal of enjoyment and pleasurable pastime to fa~ers, farm boys and urban dwellers who prefer a light but exciting type of htmt.
In years previous to our widespread agricultural development the fox squirrel depend~d entirely upon wild natural growth for food. With the clearing of land for crop use there was forthcoming an lncre~sed ideal habitat with an augmented food supply in the form of corn. The fox squirrel is a border-land creature compared with the gray s~uirre~, Sclurus carolinensls leucotls (Gapper). The former likes both woods and open traets. As a consequence it 1s to be found where th~ t'lO meet or where there is .an intermingling ot portions of each. The gray squirrel, however, is t1"uly a tree squirrel and is to be found almost exclusivel-y in timber stands. With the increase of' its preferred habitat, the fox squirrel population has correspondingly 1ncre~scd, to such an extent in sorre areas as to constitute Q detriment to the f~r.mer. Its depredations are not vel"Y \videspl"'ead,. though, and are usually most noticeable where a corn field adjoins timber land.
In such an instanoe the borde~ rows may be stripped of grain. In most instances however, this increased population has been welcomed as assurance of a more plentiful supply of a desirable game aninml.
In the days of settlement and adjustment game was killed by man primarily to furnish a. part of his food.
His interests were too thoroughly absorbed by pr1mlti~e needs for him to use time mld materials to satisty a sporting desire. As leisure time could gradually be worked into his daily routine, shooting for sport could be accomplished without inter£ering with essential duties.
Good squirrel habitat has been increased through the encl"loachings of agriculture with a consequent increase in the animal population. Along with the growing animal population there has been a continuous growing interest, on the part of the average sportsman~ in the fox squirrel as a species with the requisite sporting qualities. In order that a species be managed properly with respect to the various phases of its environment, there must be some reliable method by which moV/ledge of population fluctuations can be obtained. Since observations of this nature are :made chiefly by county conservation officers and other f.ield workers of conservation cOnl.'TilsL.-ions, :f; the inventory method used must be simple of application, must not require too much t~e and must give a dependable indioation of numbers present.
It was with these qualities in mind that the research work as outlined in this paper was undertaken. In an attempt to explain the relationship of te~per-ature to animal activity the data are presented in the following table. As p~esented; this set of data represents obnervat1ons made in both inventory nlethods. It was discovered tJ1B.t a separation of' the data for each method was purposeless. Habitat t y as sho i n Fi e ' ith full roll
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